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S C O T T D C H R I S T I N E  

19/1 3  20/2 20/2 4 3 8 18/9  19/1 20/2  14/5  148/13/4 
Birthdate: 

09 03 2017 16:42 22/4 35/8 
Vibration:      Number    Tarot                    Astrology                      I-Ching           Tree 
Life Purpose 22/4 The Fool Earth (Uranus)  Pi—Adornment Aleph--Ox 

Soul 38/11/2 Queen of Cups 20* Cancer  Kuei—Disunion  Binah---Understanding 

Outer Personality 148/13/4 Death Earth (Scorpio) T’ung Jen—Fellowship with Men Lamed—Yoke  

Destiny 184/13/4 Death Earth (Scorpio) T’ung Jen—Fellowship with Men Lamed—Yoke  

Personal Year 16/7 The Tower Moon (Mars) Yu--Harmony Peh—Mouth  

LP Magnified 35/8 Nine of Wands 20* Sagittarius Chin—Progress Hod—Splendor 

 August 2020 24/6 Queen of Wands 20* Aries Fu—Returning  Binah—Understanding 

September 2020 25/7 Knight of Wands Spring (aries, Taurus, gemini Wu Wang—Correctness Tiphareth—Beauty  

Unusual Characteristics:: Very LOW vowel count (soul), very HIGH consonant (OP). Common sync is ‘T’. Where ANONYMOUS brings two 20/2, balanced by 

ANONYMOUS’s 9s. 
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SUMMARY:  

 

Life-Purpose (22/4):  22 is a Master number and brings things Full 

Circle. It is a gentle vibration compared to other Master numbers 

(11, 33, 55). All of them signify completions but the double-two 

octave is feminine and operates from partnership, collaboration, 

love… 

Any wonder that this is the LIFE-PURPOSE of this combined 

personality? This reading is of the two of you as a unit, not 

individuals. And it’s a good sign! 22 and 66 are the ones we WANT 

in a relationship profile! Not 11 or 33! Too turbulent and independent. The double two 

frequency is partnerships and that it culminates in a 4 means it reduces to foundations, 

reliable, steady. It is not a highly spiritual frequency. It expresses more worldly love 

and relationships than spiritual ones—partners, kids, family… far more on partners as 

extended family is the 6, not the 4.  

There is clear counsel here that a combination of material resources create stability and 

safety. And that this formula can create some excess which can then be applied in 

assisting others (charity)—and SHOULD be. It’s not just god karma, material 

resources are a reciprocating energy—give to get, pay to receive. It all balances out over 

time. If you become too conservative and stingy then it does the opposite.  

This is a good frequency to think grand with. This LIFE-PURPOSE does not want to be 

stifled by mundane living. Creative and expressive, it thrives on a rather Bohemian 

attitude. It’s ok to a little cliché on it. Live your lives, be creative, enjoy and never feel 

guilty of having where others don’t; not in love or stuff! 

Be careful: overwork and worry will manifest in exploitation and sinister agendas that 

are selfish. Stay within the creative, energy flow: work to live, not vice versa. 

A small “empire” can be built that can live on. Ya know… 501(c)s are VERY 

profitable! For most its just shady ways of dodging taxes, but done right, charitable 

organizations can be lucrative and actually do some good. Your art can be involved 

with this. Both. 

Think LONG TERM, not short term  visions. 

 

Tarot (The Fool): Full-Circle! We’ve traveled through the major arcana and arrived 

back at key zero with the Fool starting anew again. He is ready 

to take that first adventurous, somewhat perilous step, BUT… 

he has ALL the experience of his first time around through the 

human condition spectrum. Not only does he “know better” as in 

where the best place to park is and the best time to arrive at the 

ticket booth, but which rides to go on in which order. NOT 

because of preference, but because of timing of lines, crowds, etc! 

He’s got the insider scoop! Disneyland is easy-peasy now! NO 

kids to tow, lunch in a backpack and the express line pass! 

THAT’S what being adults at Disneyland is all about!  Take 

advantage of the clarity of experience and that TWO heads are 

better than one! Tough times are still to come—the park still 

closes at midnight, so you gotta stay on schedule and fit it all in, but with good 

planning and cooperation it’s all doable. In other words, The Fool is still gonna go 

 

 



through the rest of the major (and minor) arcana experiences! Just better prepared 

now! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Astrological Decan (Earth (Uranus): Earth holds dominion is this 

Uranus decan. Good thing, cuz Uranus is a mysterious challenges and 

Earth is balancing it out! This decan gives this individual (S&C!) the 

right mojo to BLEND higher and super-consciousness with material. 

This has been a very consistent theme in your individual readings so 

BOY IS IT IMPORTANT! Both of you, as individuals, have been 

directed to develop and involve your sense of spiritual profundity and to convert your 

material experiences and circumstances to this perception. Here it is again in the LIFE-

PURPOSE of you as a couple.  

I am often seeing encouragements to spiritual themes (not always though), but rarely 

do I see it as an adventurous puzzle and fun as much as a “OMG DO IT!” need. Take 

advantage of these frequencies. You’re not getting any younger. Reincarnation aint a 

“theory”. It’s legit shit and you only get so many times around as a human before its 

back to amoeba life to start over. We get to renew our human subscription by applying 

to the spiritual. Good news! Everyone is accepted upon application! 

 

I-Ching (Pi—Adornment. Above: Ken—mountain-arresting progress. Below: Li—fire-

brightness-beauty): Some powerful direction from Book of Changes: “what is 

ornamental is important valuable, but should not obscure 

the substance within.” Need I say more? Ok… I will! It means 

that what and who you are without is useful and enjoyable but is 

only there to serve the within. There are strong hints here 

pertaining to governance and staying within your areas. I sense this 

has more to do with the roles of managing family matters sensibly 

and not allowing your own subjective feelings on them to interfere 

with the dharma of what needs to be governed and how. This topic was plentiful in 

ANONYMOUS’s and present in ANONYMOUS’s, but is now showing up in S&C’s too. Be 

a team.  

 

Tree (Aleph—Ox): This branch (path) is the 

departure from Kether down into the Tree towards 

Chokmah—Wisdom. Or… is it the path UP from 

Chokmah to the Crown of Kether?! It can be 

either. I’m always going to encourage UPWARD 

travel on The Tree. Ton higher consciousness and 

union with Divinity. But that’s because I’m a 

spiritualist. Because of the aforementioned 

consistency in the consciousness development 

emphasis, there is strong indication that is the 

case. That the PURPOSE of this partnership is an 

opportunity to develop more in a combined effort than either would have done on their 

 

 

 



own. Aleph is Ox in Hebrew. What is an Ox? A heavy working bearer of labor—

something to rely on that will do the heavy lifting. Since this is a combined reading then 

it is about taking turns in the heavy lifting—spreading the work. Two mules can pull 

more than one!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Life-Purpose Magnified (35/8): I’m throwing this Magnified section 

is as a bonus, so it may be brief. This is the “inheritance “8” so 

expect some do-re-mi from it. Unfortunately inheritance usually 

means someone died so there’s that… This number in your LP 

Magnified means that your LP is more likely realized through your 

OP which is unusual since it usually realized more through our 

Soul.  

Travel appears here again. Travel is a fairly consistent theme in 

your readings, but I am unclear as to what it serves; business, pleasure, family 

arrangements, all the above… 

Oppositions, not just obstacles, are a part of this frequency. IF you stay steady and 

rational and committed to tasks then you are eventually victorious. Think of endeavors 

like sports. Pick your sport analogy and apply it. 

When this frequency expresses itself negatively it manifests as doubt and indecision 

which creates more confusion. Always seek clarity: take time away, road trip it, 

meditate, silence, tune in intuition and get clarity. Otherwise, if negatively expressed 

this 8 brings bad health choices, indulgences that make you (S&C) weak and emotions 

on the fringe of bitterness. Health is the cornerstone to a working mind. Keep the car 

well tuned and it will perform well. 

 

Tarot (Nine of Wands): One staff in hand is ready for action. The remaining form a 

protective fence as he seems to contemplate while guarding. But 

he’s pretty chill too. The message here is about latent power. The 

wand in hand is useless if he just leans on it. The others form a 

barrier between him and the outer world. That’s goo and bad. 

Protection good. Denial bad. Blend the outer and inner worlds 

together. THIS is what the ninth wand is for: wands are magic 

paraphernalia to manifest. What do you choose to manifest?   

 

 

 

 

 

Astrological Decan (20* Sagittarius): Indicates a power struggle. Test 

of wills. Your general LP (and the rest of this reading) talks a lot of 

collaboration and the feminine taking an assertive role and struggling 

to do so and supported to. Sag is about finding the middle ground. No 

ONE should be in charge. TWO should be. Unity, teamwork, having fun 

with it. Otherwise it gets bitter and bitter/resentment is where the wheels fall off 

permanently. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I-Ching (Chin—Progress. Above: Li—fire-brightness-beauty. Below: K’un—earth-

receptive-devoted): in Chin we see “a prince who secures the 

tranquility of the people”. This does not mean “male”. It means 

royal successor, monarchy inheritor, the-guy-next-in-line-to-be-

in-charge. Securing the tranquility of the people means the prince 

is diplomatic and has fingers on pulse of those he will “rule”. They 

are peaceful. They feel represented. In Chin we have the direction 

to be diplomatic is decisions and policies. 

 

Tree (Hod—Splendor):  A fruit on The Tree, not 

just a path. A sephiroth of manifestation. Being on 

the left side of The Tree it is creative, feminine. Let 

the feminine have a substantial vote; not literally 

the female, but the feminine within both of you. 

AND be sure the “wife” is assertive, NOT passive. 

This was a consistent theme for you both in 

individual readings as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

Soul (38/11/2): Another Master number. WOW! 2 for 2! The eleven 

has more vision and mystical frequencies to it. But the theme is 

really solidifying to the instruction to develop spiritual perspectives 

to manifest material results.   

You’ve got the 22 in Life-Purpose and now the 11 in Soul. I’m 

jealous! This is extraordinary! This particular “brand” of spiritual 

within the SOUL of this unified character is being able to view and 

interact with the “hidden” meanings. This means… that not only 

can you develop the intuitive ability to do so, but that IF you do, the signs will be 

coming and KEEP coming. I say “develop” for a reason. This world teaches that 

intuitive ability is an innate feature—you either have it or you don’t. Some are indeed 

born with a more natural ability towards it. However, just like Roger Federer was born 

with past-life, therefore, innate skillsets to do what he does, he still got training, 

practiced and coached to be THE BEST in this life! Do not take training and 

coaching for granted. The Eleven demands it! It has powerful potential but requires 

initiation.  

The spiritual, mystical potential is SO high in this frequency that it can make 2-3 

lifetimes of progress in one. Makes sense since this a combined profile of TWO as ONE! 

Strength in numbers baby! 

The gorgeous thing of this is that this Eleven is through a 38. The eight makes it 

materially potent: love, work, home, money, etc. can be comfortable in this. They fit 

they don’t resist! 

 

 

 



More emphasis here that what you SAY must be followed and in sync with what you 

DO. Both are necessary features of accomplishing: the saying (planning, conceiving) 

must be put into action and the actions must be planned and conceived. 

No offense, but I’m a bit surprised at the other emphasis on influencing other by your 

combined capacity and example of living well. Surprised only because I get the sense 

that exemplifying and influencing others is not on your agenda, not that this entity can 

do it. You can and will influence, so choose and collaborate on what and how you will 

do so. Make it high ideals. Please. Your storybook experience can stand as an example 

of taking chances, living poetically and sometimes Romeo and Juliet have grandkids on 

Christmas! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tarot (Queen of Cups):  She holds the FULL cup and gazes into it lovingly—as a parent 

does a child. Her red and blue robe represent the symmetry of 

conscious and subconscious and cherubs offer protection. There’s 

good karmas to realize here within the SOUL of this partnership. 

Much of the hard work is over. Peace, gratitude and ease 

becomes available. Remember, this is the tarot correspondence 

for the SOUL of this relationship. Its essence and core. The 

potentials are all there, but the sustenance is never guaranteed. 

Put in the time to WHAT you will create, not just HOW. And 

then how to solidify and make it last well beyond yourselves.  

 

 

 

Astrological Decan (20* Cancer): Scorpio and Pluto reside here too! Uh 

Oh! Heavy duty! But hey! You guys had Earth/Uranus in Life-Purpose 

so…      . Cancer brings the subconscious depth, Scorpio brings the 

sexual tensions and Pluto just makes it unpredictable and WEIRD! In a 

fun way! ANONYMOUS’s reading is a heavy reminder to enjoy the puzzle of spirit, not 

to take it too seriously but work at and apply it seriously. ANONYMOUS’s is more 

heavy. But here we have a good blend. Obviously not a coincidence. Use these forces to 

hone, enhance and install these octaves of spiritual evolution. Next life’s are comin’! 

Are you ready?  

 

I-Ching (Kuei—Disunion. Above: Li—fire-brightness-beauty. Below: Tui—lake-

marsh-joyful): I love I ching cryptic-ness—because it’s so transparent! Kuei says “the 

superior man seeks general agreement yet admits diversity.” Huh? 

Well… The Superior Man (our smarter-higher selves) collaborates 

and cooperates, yet it is the diversity that yields success. Obvious 

inference to your differences being your best asset. DON’T think 

alike! Think different and use the differences to solve the puzzles! 

 

 

 



One just sees the sky, one just see the ground, but together they get the whole 

landscape. 

 

Tree (Binah—Understanding): I usually expound 

on the relationship between Binah and Chokmah, 

but I am not getting that here so much. I’m 

getting, to be consistent with the theme, that 

Understanding is conventional (collaborative 

communication) AND to augment TRUE 

knowledge to your spiritual perspectives. Don’t get 

me wrong… I am ALWAYS advocating proper 

knowledge gain in spiritual matters in this new-

age-ekhart-tolle-regurgiting world that celebrates 

ignorance. But, as said, there is a rather “fun” flavor in yours. Because it can not only 

be a team effort but can give a lot of playful laughs and awesome insights. Scrabble is 

better with an “opponent”.  

 

 

 

 

 

Outer Personality (148/13/4):  Funny how this all works. I 

began this section and there was absolutely NO reason 

to suspect an error. And yet… I hade this subtle feeling 

to check the math. I ignored it. The tiny feeling stayed 

tiny but said DO IT, so I did. And indeed, I had made an 

error on your OP. Why I share that possibly irrelevant 

insider fault? Let’s see… I’m sure it’s about to be 

relevant… 

Here we go with the stigma of the “unlucky” 13. 13 does 

indeed have some dark tones to it, but death is just a beginning 

and unlucky in one thing is luck in another. One man’s trash 

is another man’s treasure. 13 is an important part of the processes of life, events, 

manifestation, creativity, etc etc.  Besides, one of you is born on the infamous Friday 

the 13th. And I don’t subscribe. Its origins are like the game of telephone—something 

was mentioned once and it got twisted to this current myth. I place its origins in 

numerology as the independent force of the monad, ‘1’ when combined with the 

trickster and layered triad of the ‘3’ brings unforgiving movement. ONE and THREE 

just don’t listen to anyone. 12 zodiacs with the Sun in the center. 12 apostles with JC at 

its center.  

They are on a mission and whatever is in their way is disposable. 

13 represents an almost constant paradigm of change. Not as in nickels and dimes, but 

as in regular re-invention. It is a vibration of renewal and while that sounds oh-so-

springtime, it is a renewal through destruction (as all things are).13 has the MUST 

change character of the NINE, but it is decidedly almost violent. It is regeneration 

through actual destruction, not loss or separation.  

This particular one will reveal to you the absolute transitory nature of material success 

and comfort and things and that the only thing that is permanent is spirit. E=MC2: 

energy and matter are the same constant, just their form is transitory.  

But before we start dressing in black and begin mourning, there’s an upside. This 

particular revealing of the transitory nature of base, material happiness’ is to spotlight 

the places we TRULY find safety and comfort: home is not a “thing”. It is a personal 

 

 



sanctuary. Health is not vain. It is mobility and freedom. Worldly love is not frivolous. 

It is spiritual training ground. 

What’s catching me off guard is that this 13 is in such contrast of the LP and Soul 

vibrations. The LP, the meaning and purpose of this single entity of S&C is rather soft 

and progressive in the 22/4. The core (Soul) of this unity is safe, successful and bright. 

And this OP is suddenly heavy. Usually it is the opposite: the outer way we present to 

the world is a safe façade and our inner world is more private with our very personal 

goals and growth.  

THE OP OF THIS UNIFIED PERSONALITY HAS CONFLICT WITH ITS SOUL AND 

PURPOSE. 

I advise reconciling the OP with the LP and Soul. This can be done by putting into 

action your individual LPs and Soul journeys while collaborating on the unified one. 

They’re both so similar that there should be no conflict or resistance of your individual 

LPs or Souls to fulfill the combined one. It seems your collective OP is unaware of its 

mission and role. I honesty sense this due to a degree of rejection of a deeper 

understanding of your Soul and purpose as a human spirit. 

Spend time with them all three together. Have regular Triangle get-togethers to review, 

laugh, learn and trip on the contents.  

There may be distinctive clues and insights to this contrast by synchronizing your own 

Ops with this combined one. Alas, I am not doing those readings for S and Cs is not in 

front of me. The best combo readings I have done were for couples who ALSO had full 

readings for themselves. Those reveal a LOT! 

 

Tarot (Death): This Death represents rebirth; of consciousness. But birth is messy. Its 

bloody and things tear and rip so we must be prepared for the 

destructive feature of birth. And in this metaphor means a “new 

child” will be born. This makes sense since this triangle analysis is 

a combined person; a one made of two. The message Tarot is 

bringing to this analysis is a stark reminder—a re-emphasis on the 

theme within BOTH your readings and this combined one: that 

Death comes to ALL and is indifferent to station. The OP changes 

with each death and rebirth. The reminder here is that only the 

Soul is eternal and you need to be aware of Death in order to Live. 

ANONYMOUS, remember “ 

the wall”. What are the three words that come to mind when at the 

wall? The manner in which someone replies to that puzzle tells me ALL I need to know 

about them. The way we LIVE is precisely how we feel about Death. Fear? Oblivious? 

Ignorant? Happy? You wanna see what someone thinks about death then look at how 

they live. Human birth is rare. It should not be wasted on a material life. 

  

Astrological Decan (Earth—Scorpio):  Scorpio is the 

“transformer”. Taking this of the Earth and kicking them alive. 

This astro decan is giving this singular person (S&C) the inner 

desire to know more before it’s too late. These are the decans of 

Ebenezer. These are the decans of George Baily. When they get the second chance to 

develop a spirit of life and avoid the karmic consequences of wasting it.                                      

 

I-Ching (T’ung Jen—Fellowship with Men. Above: Ch’ien—

creative-active-heaven. Below: Li—fire-brightness-beauty): Book 

of Changes: “the unity of fellowship must be selfless with no 

regard for personal need. It will be advantageous to cross 

the great stream and maintain firm correctness.” The 

 

 

 



Grateful Dead consulted the I Ching each year to determine to go on or not. I guess it 

paid off: the highest grossing entertainment act in history and will remain legendary 

even long after the Beatles. Maybe not of the same magnitude, but their followers are 

far more devoted. I Ching is actually using the word “unity of fellowship” in this joined 

analysis and hitting the point home on the other correspondences affirming that the 

time to live within the context of spirit and soul is NOW. We do not know how much 

time we have before we “cross the great stream”, so we better make as much progress 

as we can. “Life-Review” is real, lemme tell you; that moment when we see our lives 

pass before our eyes when dying, and we see with absolute clarity what we did wrong 

and what we neglected. And then… we see where we’re going, what we’re coming back 

as and what’s comin’. In other words we also get life PREview! And it is UNSETTLING 

when you see exactly what you missed and you thunk your head and shout, “DOH! I 

COULDA HAD A V8!” and its TOO late! 

Take advantage of this sweet unity you have scrambled for. If youre gonna join forces 

then make it a worthy conquest. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tree (Nun—Fish): Even in the Tree 

correspondence we see The Fish; the ichthys that 

well predates the Christians as a symbol of seeking 

spirit. Your path is straight up Nun—Fish, 

death/scorpio. This path links Victory—Netzach 

with Tiphareth—Beauty. Victory is the results and 

attainments you’ve gathered as a unified entity 

and Tiphareth is the heart of the Tree. Go to the 

Heart. Yes, the actual location of your battery 

pack—your Soul—is indeed located within the heart center. Don’t EAT the fish. 

LEARN to fish! 

  

Destiny (184/13/4): OK! It’s getting a little thick in here! Your 

OP was a 13/4 arrived through 148—a ONE a FOUR and an 

EIGHT. And now… Your combined Destiny is ALSO a 13/4 

arrived at through 184—same numbers with one tiny (and 

pretty much insignificant) diff! I was tempted to do the OP and 

Destiny combined to see how it reacted, but thought it would be 

fresher to do them separately. Same data, different context: OP 

is the Souls’ manner of expression to the world and in life and it 

is howling at you to reconcile them cuz they’re at odds. Destiny 

is our legacy, our results, our karmas; not just what we leave 

behind, cuz who cares, right? We wont be here anyway. Or will 

we? Yes, the legacy we leave behind, i.e. our Destiny, is not about how history 

remembers us. Trivial bullshit! Destiny is the karmas and legacy we create for 

ourselves. Now if you are unaccepting of the reincarnation feature of life then this is 

unimportant to you. For now! Cuz reincarnation aint a “theory”!  Neither is 

“relativity”! Al Einstein followed protocol saying it’s a “theory”. But it’s a damn fact 

and so is reincarnation.  

So I wont combine these two sections even though they have the same data and 

correspondences, but I will refer them back and forth. Take all you got out of OP 

reading and start applying it here: into your future life karmic playbook. Think of 

 

 



karma as a bank account: what ever you put into the savings account will be what 

you’ll be able to withdraw from in your next life(s). This account is not digital though; 

it’s like a safety deposit box. You can earn and save good clean cash, gold and diamonds 

OR… you can full it with empty Halloween candy wrappers, loose change and pocket 

lint! The more you put in, the more you’ll be able to withdraw. Now… since modern 

currency is based on the gold standard, it might be wiser to save actual gold, T Bills or 

maybe Bitcoin at this point. In other words, there are many types and brands of karmic 

currencies you can save: family, love, wealth, health, stability, intelligence… you’ll 

reap what you sow, you’ll withdraw what you put in. But there are really only TWO 

types of karmas: material and spiritual. All actions and thoughts pertaining to the 

world are material karmas and will yield worldly ROI. All actions and thoughts spent 

on spiritual concepts will yield spiritual ROIs. There’s just TWO! However, they can be 

crossmatched: If I am charitable, it is good “material” karma. But if I my charity has 

the intent of serving God, not just people, then it becomes a spiritual act, yielding 

spiritual karmic dividends. Its all about INTENT! Surrender ALL your actions and 

thoughts to GOD and convert the same acts you perform to live each day into spiritual 

actions! 

You may have lunch with a godly person and just talk about soccer over a beer. YOU 

may be having a worldly experience. But the godly person is thinking the whole time 

that the food she is eating is providing nutrition for her body, making it healthy and 

strong so she can convert that energy (“relativity!) into spiritual thoughts and actions, 

i.e. meditation and/or service. SHE is doing spiritual karmas merely with her intention 

of the same act.  

What 13 is saying is that Death comes to us all EACH AND EVERY DAY! 

Live each day like it is the last. NOT LIKE REDBULL! LIKE ST FRANCIS!  

Both are pretty “extreme” personalities, but one is serving the Divine.  

I do NOT usually preach, which I am confident you can see in your prior readings. 

However, I will propagate whatever message your own souls and spirits are directing 

me to reveal to you. And these are it! 

I’m not saying (and wouldn’t even if I saw it) that one or both of you are predicted to 

meet Death soon. No idea. But your time of death is fixed and so are the circumstances. 

It could be expected where you can make “peace” or it could be sudden and your last 

thought is only “holy shit—I think that car is gonna hit me!”  

The FACT is that the LAST thoughts you have are the determining factors of where 

you’re going in your next life. No shit! If your last thoughts are about worrying about 

your kids, your lover or your goldfish then that’s how you’re coming back. Be careful, 

cuz you could, in that moment of death—terror and sorrow—think about all of the 

above and then come back as your kids’ goldfish. No shit! It fucking happens! God’s not 

passive aggressive. He just has a very ironic sense of humor. It’s the way it is. HE… did 

not MAKE it so. It’s ALWAYS been this way. Eternally. 

So your destiny section is sending smoke-signals, mores-code, text, signs, flashing 

lights, sirens… to get you both to wake up and enjoy building the spiritual fire and 

make divinity smore’s! Real spirituality aint dull ascetism. Its 

being IN the world but not OF it. Have your cake. Eat it too. 

Offer some to God. Give the rest away.  

Best of all worlds: cake, fun and no weight gain or thickening 

arteries!  

 

Tarot (Death):  What this means is your Destiny is intricately 

tied into your collective personality. Remember that Destiny is 

the legacy you leave behind in the world; how you affected 

others and what you “left behind”, and the karmas you create 

 



for your next incarnation: your karmic “bank account”. The double, back-to-back 

energies and correspondences being duplicated here is ST’s way of driving the point 

home. I mentioned to you recently that ST cannot and does not TELL you what to do 

nor what WILL happen. ST, and all intuitive analysis, tells you what will happen if you 

turn left and if you turn right. Also mentioned, there is no heavy handed foreboded 

warning that if you (S&C) don’t evolve and awaken spiritually you will be miserable. 

Nope. You’ll be ok. But you’ll be shitting yourselves at the Pearly Gates life review 

when you see the clear view the life you’re getting and the one you WOULD’VE got. 

We only get so many lifetimes in human form to live spiritually. You’ve done this 

before, both of you. You’ve been further along but went the other way and started from 

scratch again; we all have! God, spirit, the Divine, “nature”, “the universe”… whatever 

you wanna call it is giving you tremendous opportunity. The results AND THE 

CONSEQUENCE will be proportionate. Too quote Teilhard de Chardin, “We are not 

human beings having a spiritual experience. We are spiritual beings having a 

human experience.”  

Yes. There is a single, one-size-fits-all purpose for us all merely expressing itself in 

various ways according to culture, experience, etc. I do not accept and advocate this 

because I am a spiritualist. I am spiritualist because of it. The writing has always 

been on the wall. When you trek through the desert sands and get to The Wall, what 

are your three words that describe your feeling? Don’t alter it because you know what 

the “right” response should be. 

I can tell you for a fucking fact that all the shitty, immature assholes that say they 

don’t fear death they accept it blah blah are FULL OF SHIT.  

If you don’t fear death then you’re either enlightened with full spiritual consciousness 

or a fucking idiot.  

You will. 

You will fear it. 

You will see in that flash what you could and should have done to not only avoid the 

truck in the face (in my case nothing!      ), but what you could’ve done and the 

miracles you were given by Divine Grace to step to the left and get it right. 

Ya get me? 

Bit preachy? 

I’m sure it is, but it’s ALL ST is ultimately trying to tell you. And again, NO, it is NOT 

like this in all readings at all. Subtly yes, because it IS a mystical and spiritual modality 

so it doesn’t try to fix your plumbing or tune your car. But many who are barely and 

not ready for the mystical journey get a lot of 4s, 5s, 8s in their numbers, pentacles in 

their tarot and Malkuths in their Tree correspondences. Worldly stuff.  

Bottom line is this: the re-emergence of the Death card here can indeed be taken quite 

literally. Because if we “die” without accepting and progressing in our spiritual nature 

then we truly die. It can take billions of lifetimes to get back to human ones. No shit. 

This Death card is on a white horse, representing desires and purification controlled. 

We are desire machines. It’s unavoidable. But WHAT we desire is up to us. Make your 

hobby choice: maya (samsara) or amrit (divine nectar). 

You don’t need to become ascetics or zealots! Just have some spiritual fun and enjoy the 

mysteries of it. Life pretty much sucks and has NOTHING new you haven’t done. 

Except one.   

(death only comes to the uninitiated)  

 

Astrological Decan (Earth/Scorpio): So…. Scorpio 

and Earth: quite a paradox. Scorpio is the notorious 

transformer so Scorpios presence here is definitely 

 



to provide the energy and circumstances, both inner and outer, to transmute Earth to 

Heaven. Scorpio transforms earth to heaven. This is what “salt of the earth” refers to. 

Salt crystallizes to cubes which in this “metaphor” is the body—the Earth of the soul. 

Extract the “salt” and live on. This is what dark, little scorpio does. It uses refuse for 

fuel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I-Ching (T’ung Jen—Fellowship with Men. Above: Ch’ien—creative-active-heaven. 

Below: Li—fire-brightness-beauty): I ching is so economical it really is redundant to 

rewrite the hexagram’s text. So on this one I AM copy/pasting! 

Book of Changes: “the unity of fellowship must be selfless with 

no regard for personal need. It will be advantageous to cross 

the great stream and maintain firm correctness.” I Ching is 

actually using the word “unity of fellowship” in this joined analysis 

and hitting the point home on the other correspondences affirming 

that the time to live within the context of spirit and soul is NOW. We do not know how 

much time we have before we “cross the great stream”, so we better make as much 

progress as we can.  

Take advantage of this sweet unity you have scrambled for. If you’re gonna join forces 

then make it a worthy conquest. 

So much of this hexagram’s message is telling you to USE your unity to solve problems 

(I perceive a co-effort in extended family matters). The “wow” learning through 

serendipitous circumstances will provide entertainment AND lessons AND growth. I 

mean… even with a BAD comedian you have a good time! And its bonding, comedic 

material for the drive home!  

 

Tree (Nun—Fish): Paths go two ways: FROM 

netzach to tiphareth and FROM tiphareth to 

netzach. One up, one down. Proverbially, UP is 

preferred. Netzach is on the right side of the Tree; 

the masculine, conscious, active and netzach 

(victory) represents material world victories. 

That’s good. Do the work, the results will be there. 

This has been shared. But WHAT do we DO with 

the victories and attainments from the results? 

Stay within the sephiroth we’ve conquered already? Or travel to the heart of the Tree—

to beauty and UP, UP and AWAY!? 

Again, these correspondences aren’t just conveying a message. They are providing the 

features needed to make it accessible to your particular styles. When I was “qualified” 

to “move-on” in my spiritual journey, Grace created the features (circumstances) in 

my life to invite me through the next doorway. The exit lights were clearly marked.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



This Year (16/7): Hopefully the tone comes down. I’m startin 

to look like Jake Busey in SFW      ! 

Keywords: love affairs, health, accidents, awakenings 

The “unforeseen” events in this period are here to upend 

existing conditions. I say it in quotes because some of these are 

anticipated, current and concurrent, i.e. family issues. 

So much for the change of tone: 

The 16/7 is straight up hard times! Losses, setbacks, costs, 

scandals, even bankruptcy and imprisonment can fall under 

this vibration.  

I’m going to be blunt and direct in these forebodings: 

• You may lose someone special. 

• Romantic misunderstandings can result in irreversible consequences.  

• Deception and trouble of the heart 

• Too much pride 

• Too much emotion 

• Personal isolations 

This is less of a period of getting things done than sustaining the minimums and 

planning for the future. Less is WAY more for this cycle.  

Intuition is high and effective, so think, ponder, plan and strategize more than act. 

Actions should be on a need to basis. Eat, sleep, use the toilet, pay the bills and don’t get 

too ambitious in your execution of things. 

This is an “all-or-nothing” vibration. You can win big, but you can lose big too. There’s 

no middle ground here. It’s either bet it ALL or walk away from the table. 

I can go on, but it’s gonna be the same message said in more metaphors: look out. 

Duck. Stay home. Do what is necessary only. When the smoke clears, you’ll be in a 

whole new frequency and usually its clear and sunny after a hurricane. 

 

Tarot (The Tower): Yeah, this is what I meant: the Devil and Death cards are NOT bad 

at all. The Tower is the only one THIS mystic gets shivers 

from. I mean lookatit! It aint subtle or open to much 

interpretation: it is straight out fire, lightning, terror, dying, 

destruction… there aint nothin good about The Tower except 

ONE thing: It is absolutely clearing shit out of the way that 

needs to go. I would normally advise not to resist it, go with 

the flow… blah blah. But that isn’t gonna happen. It is The 

Tower card so you WONT let it flow and happen. You’ll resist 

and make it worse. It’s the ultimate Mercury in retrograde. 

The Tower also represents the Tower of Babyl, where all 

language and communication was gone. It was not possible to 

understand eacb other nor to be more understandable. You 

will resist. You will make it worse. You will remember this 

prediction and see yourself doing it. You will know what to 

do. And you WONT do it! In other words… things are coming to an end. The Death, 

Tower, 13… may mean the end and death of who you WERE as a couple, could be who 

you ARE as a couple, could be death AS a couple. It is hard to know. But I know that 

the two of you will resist what needs to unfold. Could be death to who you COULD be. 

All that spiritual evolving opportunity die. What is being crushed cannot and wont be 

revealed. There are several metaphors for whatever it may be that needs to tumble. I 

can tell you this: NO ONE is worth compromising your soul. Sometimes we have to part 

 

 



ways. To each other, to ourselves… but DO NOT part with your evolving consciousness. 

It IS the meaning of living. 

 

Astrological Decan (Moon/Mars): Moon is subconsciousness, 

Mars is aggression. Mars is asserting itself through the moon. 

The mysterious, (subconscious) Moon is asserting itself through 

Mars. The forces at work in this year ARE IN CHARGE. It 

made no diff if I stayed in bed on June 19, 2013. I woulda been 

struck by lightning. Fate is unavoidable. The best way to deal 

with this tumultuous year is to develop clear connection to 

within, to the sub and superconscious. It’s all about perspective. Loss doesn’t hurt any 

less with perspective of the big picture and of eternity. It helps it makes sense and allow 

us to allow it. BTW, I went back 3X to check the math on this and the Destiny one to 

make sure I wasn’t off.  

Remember that it takes 367 days for Mars to orbit the sun so whatever needs to happen 

shall pass. Endure.  

Endure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I-Ching (Yu—Harmony): Wha? “Harmony”? After all that Tower shit? OMG.. let’s 

consult the I ching and see what’s up its sleeve! 

First my impressions: All broken (open) lines but one at the base of 

the upper trigram. Spirit is ascending. All channels are open as it 

rises. The path is clear. As told, the features and circumstances—the 

energies—needed to attain spiritual consciousness are in place. 

The Book of Changes says “the sages show such docile 

obedience with their movements and hence their 

punishments and penalties are entirely just and the people are happy in their 

submission.” It means a couple things: 1. The sages (wise people) accept their 

circumstances (karmas) and do so by understanding that there is no natural injustice. 

How do you know you “deserve” something happening? Cuz it’s happening. Simple. 

The people “happy in their submission”? Don’t think smiling “happy”. Think they are 

satisfied and accepting. It is the law. Yu is saying that there can indeed be peace 

through these turbulent events, but only deep within.  

When my Tower came down, I never lost perspective and I did what must be done. I 

took my sentence like a man. A crying, suicidal, wishing for death man, but I TOOK it. 

I served my time.  

And I would never go back and save myself one gram of pain if I had to relinquish even 

one of the massive losses I endured. I’m more than “ok” with it. I am grateful. To tears. 

When god loves you SOOOO much she is willing to put you through the shredder to 

bring you to term… THAT’S LOVE. Only a parent would or could. Only a Divine 

parent can. Yu is the silver lining. The reminder that not only will things pass away, but 

you will indeed be better for it. Prepare for death. Every day. 

If you think of something bad to do: postpone it. 

If you think of something good to do: Do it today. 

If you think of something good AND right to do: Do it right now. 

 

 

 



Tree (Peh—mouth): We have a branch (path) that bridges you from the left/right side 

of the tree to the right/left. 

ANONYMOUS has had 

significance with Hod. S&C 

have had significance with 

Netzach. Notice this is a 

lateral move: not up, not 

down, but across. Peh 

(mouth) is not necessarily 

a human speaking organ. It 

is a portal, an opening, like 

the mouth of a stream. In this case, it is the Underground Stream. The ongoing true 

body history and knowledge that is unchanged by religious and political agendas. Peh is 

an opening—an aperture. A place to be fed. This mouth is less about speech and more 

about feeding. The mouth of the stream is the source; it is where the two realities merge 

into one. Look out for the falls, rapids and rocks. Go downstream. To the source. Take 

the boat through the ocean of Maya. Let go, let god. Let the ferryman navigate you 

across. That’s a Herman Hesse Siddartha reference. If you’ve not read it, then read that 

part or google it. That part of the book (the whole book) altered my life. Many 

Westerners had their Eastern spiritual sanskars opened by Siddartha. Also Be Here Now 

and Autobiography of a Yogi. These books would be fantastic ways to pass the time 

while the house is on fire and youre just waiting for the FD or for it to just burn out. 

Worrying is like a rocking chair. It gives you something to do, but gets you nowhere. 

Confucius. 

Please. Read them. Now. At the worst you’ll have a good time.  

 

PERSONAL MONTHS: 

 

AUGUST 2020 (24/6): Keywords: Family matters, gain, love. This is a good 

vibration for financial gains from family and/or those of opposite 

sex. It does not say if those are partners, associates or mere 

acquaintances. It DOES say that success depends on them. I keep 

getting family involvement BIG time and have continued to. It is a 

time to make plans. Make more than execute though. Don’t freak 

on the doing. Plan, gain position.  

This is a family love vibration: kids, folks etc. Roll with it. 

This is a harvest frequency too. Reap what you’ve sewn. I know 

you’ve both struggled a lot to tie things up and this month should 

bring encouraging results. Just remember to adjust your wants to needs. Head out of 

clouds, play the long game. You’ve waited this long so… Strong indications of profiting 

from your endeavors. Should be some good money. Considering the overall year 

reading, I would bank and save and stage it rather than use it. One good month is just 

one of 12, one of 24, 48 and so on… 

   

Tarot (Queen of Wands): A wand of power and assertion in the 

right and a sunflower in the left (for Leo; strength in gentility). 

And the cool cat at her feet is not a problem; just hangin out 

representing the subconscious mind. Meaning, it is important to 

not merely TRUST but to develop and tune in to the subconscious. 

Conscious mind is superficial. Sub is where the REAL motives are 

revealed. This card shows stability. A Queen is “in charge”. The 

key here is “strength”: strength is NOT power. It is not might. It is 

 

 

 



far more versatile and blended with understanding. This aint queen of swords! Its 

wands! Air and magic and presto! Not carving and cleaving. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Astrological Decan (20* Aries): Good karma decan! Those you assist 

and collaborate with will compensate or reward or support in ways that 

add to the coffers. We got Leo and the Sun charging this thing up! Stay 

with good spirits. They’re not just more enjoyable and accessible at this 

time, but add positive vibes to the outcomes. Be ambitious, Be a 

dreamer. But remember I personally advised to PLAN more than DO. Leo gently 

protects, the Sun makes things grow that are planted and Aries is a fire sign. That’s a 

lot of heat. Be careful but use these elements to put things in place. 

 

I-Ching (Fu—Returning. Above: K’un—Earth-receptive-devoted. Below: Chen—

thunder, movement): I Ching is absolutely confirming the motion of this time. One solid 

line on the bottom and ALL broken lines (open) above. Fu is 

certainly implying this is an easy time. To enjoy, be respected, 

come together, friends, family… It’s all here. And there’s also a 

little cryptic message: “he will return and repeat his proper 

course. In seven days comes his return, Advantageous in 

every way.” ‘He’ always refers to the proverbial hero of the 

reading; the significator, the protagonist, just FYI. I sense this is a 

prediction that this period is a period to bask in the glow of hard work realized. Could be 

a time to recharge. Sometimes it is safe and wise to indulge in dreaming and fantasy to 

restore the energy. I wonder if “return and repeat” means you will redo what is done in 

this month? And in SEVEN days comes his return (to repeat?)… Seven? Hmmm, 

well… lookit next month number is a 25/7! Hmmm…       

 

Tree (Binah—Understanding): Feminine side of 

the Tree, above the Veil of illusion and in this 

context is a resting place to gain Understanding 

and context. Don’t forget that: gain understanding 

and context. While Binah is counterbalanced by 

Chokmah on the male side, it still stands alone. 

Understanding is about letting nature take its 

course here—accepting and trying not to over 

think. No need. It’s a good month. Don’t “quit”, 

just take some time off! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SEPT 2020 (25/7): Keywords: change of residence, trials, 

health, success after difficulty. Yeah right? Why read on? The 

keywords pretty well sum it up considering what you’re working 

towards and the context of the rest of this reading. Hope you 

recharged in August as was prescribed, because this one is not 

BAD, just very active. Nothing comes easy in this cycle. Take your 

vitamins, caffeinate and for goddsakes sleep at night and get your 

moderate exercise. Speaking of diet… you will gain a HUGE 

surplus of energy with a plant based diet. Better fuel of the body 

engine is all. Even if its just a 30% increase/decrease. 

The power of visualizing is not to be underestimated. When you literally visualize what 

you want, your mind can then manifest that. Pictures tell a thousand and the language 

of the mind is images NOT words. Don’t visualize in general, visualize in DETAIL. 

Add color, location, weather… visualizations should never be conceptual or fantastical 

as a tool. It should be based in reality and in detail. THIS is how we communicate with 

the subconscious and vice versa. Travel and residence should be carefully considered. 

There are stark warnings here of hasty decisions backfiring down the line. Temporary 

fixes are far better than permanent ones that will likely need uprooted and changed. 

Think Moneypit: funny to watch, not to do. Emphasis here on legalities: consult with 

objective pros, do your research and keep it legal: dot those Is, cross those Ts. And take 

a few broken eggs in stride. Win the war and surrender a few small battles. 

 

Tarot (Knight of Wands): A chivalric force of action; on a crusade with his valiant 

steed and in motion and well armored. But this isn’t the knight of 

Pentacles so he’s not out to gain riches. Not of swords so its not all 

about battle. Not cups so it aint Miller time! Wands is a crusade for 

higher understandings. Element of air, ethereal, wind, breeze, the 

wand is a magical implement to evoke and invoke the spiritual 

crusade. It is the goddess he seeks to liberate from the tower, not 

the princess. Fuck her! She’s just looking to exploit some poor sap 

willing to put his life on the line! Even if he liberates her, he 

doesn’t get shit! You think daddy king is gonna give him a chair at 

the round table! NO way! Hes an outlaw now! The goddess is who 

he seeks to liberate. Search for the holy grail. Use this challenging 

time to bond with more eternal ideals, not temporal ones.  

 

Astrological Decan (Spring—aries, Taurus, gemini): And what is spring 

about? New beginnings of course! Fresh starts! But it aint easy for that 

dandelion to push itself up from primordial ooze through inches of soil 

to get some daylight! Spring is not just flowers and happy rainbows! It’s 

also about mastering obstacles and pushing up daisies—thru life, not 

 

 

 



death! This decan gives you the boosts you’ll need to succeed too. Tap into it. Everyone 

wants to just “read” their horoscope and let it happen. Fuck that! Interact with your 

horoscope! Learn how to USE the decans and modalities to enhance your works! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I-Ching (Wu Wang—correctness. Above: Ch’ien—creative-active-heaven. Below: 

Chen—thunder-movement): No… NOT Wu Tang! Wu Wang! This hexagram means 

“correctness” and there ahs been a long theme of I Ching 

reminding that success in all areas for you relies on being firm and 

correct. Flakey on the brain (a Wu Tang song?      ) is not working. 

You need clarity and sensibility and to assert it. Wu Wang says 

straight up that IF you are firm and correct there WILL be 

progress. Firm and correct are synonyms for stable, smart, 

practical and decisive. As a personal comment, I don’t think these 

are either of your most natural traits. So many reminders to develop mystically etc. 

Keep in mind that spiritual consciousness is NOT impractical. Mystics are scientific and 

ordered. There’s nothing flakey abut it or us. Quite the opposite. Sure, you hang out at 

the Ren faire or at the organic farmers market in middle class suburbs youre gonna get 

your fill of wacky new age bullshit. But developing and sharpening intuition is to 

realize it is a blend of sense, vision and imagination.  

 

Tree (Tiphareth—Beauty): The heart of the Tree. 

The center of the fruits and paths, the epicenter, 

launch point, core. Tiphareth is here to ground 

you in non-material consciousness so you can 

experience the beauty of existence and creation. 

Remember what Einstein said, “science without 

religion is lame. Religion without is blind.” 

Win or lose, pass or fail, you MUST add heart and 

eternal truths into your plans. It’s not 

“adventurous” to arrive at the airport with no destination or PofA. Its stupid. Where 

you going? Why? What do you WANT from the experience? If you “don’t care” or 

“don’t know” then gimme your credit card… do I got a vacation to sell you! You’ll love 

it. And don’t worry about those time-share sales pitches! No biggie. Just 3x a day for 3 

hours each! 

Know where you’re going. Know why you’re going. Know what you want from the 

experience and the investment. Make it about the heart. BTW, that includes, safety, 

practical and secure.  

 

 

SUMMARY:  
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